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Jane Redmont’s When in Doubt, Sing “…. embraces the wildly

varied personalities of those who dare to pray,” and offers “a wonderful
compendium of wisdom from a variety of spiritual perspectives…[that] all
come together as one.” Drawing on her own prayer life and the prayer
experiences of friends and strangers, Redmont offers a practical compilation
of prayer types sure to enliven any reader’s spiritual practice and “broaden
their understanding of how we as a society pray…” in her “warm,
thoughtful, inviting voice.”
As an ecumenical, “wide-ranging, …substantive,” and “open-minded,
generous-hearted” introduction to prayer and the life of prayer, “this
book is both a rich, practical compendium of prayer types…and a warmly
personal guide to enlivening your spiritual life.” Helpful indices and source
listings add to the scholarly as well as the personal and pastoral dimensions
of this book.
First published in 1999; reissued in paperback with a new preface in 2008.
ISBN-10:1933495162; ISBN-13:978-1933495163
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By Rodney L. Petersen

Points of Entry, Points of Departure

“Come to me all
you who labor
and are heavyladen, and I will
give you rest.”
(Mt. 11: 28)

Faithful folk from a rich variety of confessional approaches affirm this creedal
tenet through global Sabbath/Sunday cultural traditions of word, song, and ritual.
In “Sabbath Around the World,” Casely Essamuah shows how Christian theology
and culture are interwoven in a Ghanaian parsonage’s family meals; in ecumenical Easter celebrations in Namugongo, Uganda; and in Semana Santa (Holy Week)
brass band parades through the streets of Santa Clara, Cuba. In vibrant Korean
church services, “…worship becomes the thing, not just a thing, to be done on
Sunday;” Moravian sunrise processions through Winston-Salem, North Carolina
recreate Old Salem’s 18th c. European founders’ Easter traditions. All these align
with the book of Genesis’ vision of the Sabbath as time set aside to celebrate all of
God’s creation.
As Essamuah notes, “Sabbath confers identity, enhances covenantal affirmation,
and celebrates ecumenical unity.” Many U.S. confessions revere Sunday celebrations based on early American or later European traditions that underline the place
of communal faith in the life of the church. However, John Hinkle also reminds
us to be wary of pouring resources into inherited practices that no longer draw
attendees or hold meaning for the balance of a community, despite the pleadings
of a few, as he says, “I have witnessed this struggle. The most telling sign to me
lies in how the church has treated Sabbath rest and worship.” Maintaining too
stubborn a hold on ‘traditions,’ as received practice, can belie traditio, as continuously renewed prophetic wisdom.
Hector Pagan and Steve Perez, citing Heschel’s emphasis on the importance
of Sabbath to family and communal life and health, urge us to heed the call for
Sabbath rest by disconnecting (at least for a day) from digital technology and finding new (as well as older) ways of relating to family, friends, and coreligionists.
Anglican priest Jane Redmont offers another vision for dealing with overscheduled
church agendas: in a society so focused on production and consumption that even
church becomes commodified, the church must refrain from heavy demands on its
parishioners, and consider the social justice dimension of maintenance work in a
place that makes ‘time off’ harder for lower-paid, highly stressed workers, who are
often among those who need it most.
Reformed minister Jeff Bulthuis reviews Kyle Dieleman’s book, The Battle for
the Sabbath in the Dutch Reformation: Devotion or Desecration? by sharing his own
quest for the “why” of Sabbath/Sunday practice, and the book’s answers to his
questions. Southern Baptist writer David Scafide’s well-researched study of denominational documents and archived records casts light on yet another faith tradition
historically attuned to the value of Sabbath/Sunday observance.
In closing, Lenore Tucker and Donna La Rue study Scriptural uses
of the terms “Sabbath,” and “Lord’s Day,” and we index past eSunday
Magazine articles on confessional Sabbath practices on p. 20. As a
coda, Margaret Hothem’s more developed Bible Study class on “Rest
Theology” offers a succinct statement of Jesus’ invitation to:
“Come to me all you who labor and are heavy-laden, and I will
give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am
gentle, and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your soul. For
my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.”
(Mt. 11: 28-30)

Rodney L. Petersen
Executive Director of the Lord’s Day Alliance
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Reflections
New Ways to Worship
and Share Time Together
by John Hinkle

T

wenty-four years ago, business writers Robert
Kriegel and David Brandt wrote an organizational
book, Sacred Cows Make the Best Burgers. The
book’s principles also apply to the life of the church.
Kriegel writes,
‘They’re out there. Herds of sacred cows grazing
on your profits and choking off your productivity.
Old, mildewed, obsolete ideas that no longer work
in a business climate that demands cutting-edge
thinking and bold, imaginative solutions. Even
ideas that just a few years ago made millions are
now staler than last week’s sourdough... Yet many
organizations [i.e., the church] continue to worship
their sacred cattle. They’re afraid to abandon what
once made them successful, and they extract a
heavy fine from those cow hunters who would
‘pasteurize them.’
The North American church is in decline. Worship
attendance, baptisms, even classical forms of Christian
identity, are dropping. Church leaders have tried to correct this descent; a whole cottage industry has emerged,
with so-called experts claiming that ‘five simple steps’
or a minister with ‘ten leadership qualities’ can right the
ship. But we have gotten nowhere fast. The church’s
many denominations, knowing for several decades that
they must do something, continue to rearrange the deck
chairs on an apparently sinking ship.
As a minister in a declining mainline denomination, I
have witnessed this struggle. In countless meetings, committees discuss how to reclaim Sabbath rest and worship.
We need to make worship more exciting for young people….
sing new songs…stick with the old songs…get rid of the
pews. Our children need to stop playing soccer. Our pastor
needs to stop wearing his robe and start wearing skinny
jeans. The list goes on and on.
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But those sacred cows impede our efforts to change:
‘the list,’—whatever list we arrive at—is useless if we
fail to act. Conversations focus on reclaiming an era in
church life that will never come back; it may never have
even existed. I have felt hopeless and helpless for years,
but on Sunday, March 15, 2020, something happened at
Murfreesboro’s First Presbyterian Church to move us past
the sacred cows of our understanding of Sabbath.
That day, due to the Coronavirus, the First Presbyterian
Church Session (our governing body) suspended onsite
worship for the unforeseeable future. For the first time in
over twenty-five years of my own ordained ministry, the
church (not just my church, but the world-wide apostolic
church) had to arrive at entirely new ways to connect
and worship. Our leadership now lives ‘outside the box,’
making up every step as we go.
My generation never lived through a pandemic. Past
ways of functioning barely influence our decisions now. In
fact, today’s decisions may barely influence the decisions
we make tomorrow. Seeking a movement of the Holy
Spirit, we are liberated. Failure is now optional, especially
in our Sabbath observances. My prayer moving forward
is that, through trial and error, we may devise a new,
refreshing way to live into the Sabbath.
As we wait for the world to figure out a new normal,
my prayer for the church is that our ‘new normal’ will not
include all those old sacred cows of our past.
Rev. Dr. John Hinkle, (M.Div.,
Columbia Theological Seminary,
Decatur, GA), pastors the First
Presbyterian Church of Murfreesboro,
TN, and is an at-large member of the
national Presbyterian Mission Board
with a brief in Finance. He is also LDA
Board President, a position he has
held since 2016.

Book Review:

The Battle for the Sabbath
in the Dutch Reformation:
Devotion or Desecration?

B

by Jeff Bulthuis

efore reviewing Kyle
Sundays,” my mom chided me.
Dieleman’s excellent book
Needless to say, I was thankful.
(The Battle for the Sabbath
But the “why” questions
in the Dutch Reformation: Devotion
persisted.
or Desecration?), I’d like to share a
Dieleman’s book provides clarity
bit of my personal story. My own
for those questions. The first three
experiences are the backdrop for
chapters handle the theology of
approaching this work, and they
Sabbath, tracing from John Calvin
dovetail nicely with Dieleman’s
to Dutch Reformed theologians
extensive research.
(including À Lasco and Ursinus)
Growing up in a Dutch
through the Nadere Reformatie
Reformed home, I knew that
(the “Further Reformation” in the
Sundays were different than the
Netherlands), respectively. The
other days of the week. Without
second half of his study details
exception, my family attended
the practice of Sabbath. He uses
the morning worship service, folminutes from the largest meetlowed by either a Sunday school
ings (Synods, akin to Presbyterian
or catechism class. We enjoyed
General Assemblies), regional
a large noon meal—it typically
groups (on a Classis level, like a
included a roast and potatoes—
Presbytery), and local congregaand, in the early years of my life,
tions (Council, the equivalent of
we virtually never missed the evePresbyterian Sessions). Dieleman
ning worship service. In addition
highlights recurring tensions,
to those weekly Sunday rituals we
including whether “keeping the
did, we also knew of activities we
Sabbath” is a ceremonial or moral
HARDCOVER; Published: 1/21/2019
did not do. We weren’t allowed to
law, how Sabbath is related to
shop on Sundays. We couldn’t cut
other Christian spiritual practices,
ISBN-13: 978-3525570609
the grass or wash the car. Playing
the Calvinist desire for both order
organized sports—Little League baseball, for example—
and liberty, how the theology and practice of Sabbath
was also out of the question.
developed over time, and whether the Sabbath principles
But even though I knew what must be done or must
apply to all people or merely Christians. He concludes his
be avoided, I didn’t know why. Sure, I’d heard my fair
scholarly work by focusing on implications for today and
share of sermons about Sunday observance and the
for future research.
importance of rest, but I couldn’t put my finger on their
If you’re a historian, you’ll appreciate Dieleman’s careorigins. At one point in my childhood, I asked my parful research. If you’re a theologian, you’ll enjoy the attenents about why our family was so strict about Sundays.
tion to detail and his use of biblical material.
(I think the particular occasion was not being allowed to
Most importantly, if you’re a Christian, you’ll be
participate in the year-end parade for our Spring baseencouraged to think deeply about why and how you
ball season, but I’m not sure.)
practice your faith. Personally, I’ve come away with a
My mom simply explained that that was what we did.
richer historical, theological, and practical understanding
Upon pressing further, she told me that her parents had
about Sundays. I have an even deeper desire to love God
done the same thing—in fact, if anything, our family
through “keeping the Sabbath day holy.”
was lenient about observing Sundays. She remembered
Needless to say, I am thankful.
how committed her parents were to avoiding work on
Jeff Bulthuis (M.Div., Calvin Theo. Sem.) is
Sundays; religiously on Saturday nights, her dad shined
the managing editor of the Today devotional
the family’s shoes and her mom peeled potatoes for
series. Ordained in the Christian Reformed
Sunday dinner. They weren’t even allowed to swim
Tradition, he lives in and has pastored churches
in the American Midwest; he and his family
or ride bikes on Sundays. For many years, the family
now live in Michigan. Jeff joined the LDA Board
avoided watching television on Sundays. “You should
of Managers in 2019.
be thankful you’re allowed to do as much as you do on
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Sabbath

Around
the World

“…the major spiritual disease
in the western world is efficiency…”
Rev. Dr. Thomas Merton, Trappist monk (1915-1968)

by Casely Essamuah

“If you snooze, you lose.” I first heard this proverb
upon arriving in America, 25 years ago. ‘Busy-ness’ implied status;
not being busy was almost unAmerican. People seemed to fear
rest: they might lose out to their competitors.
In the mid-20th c., Thomas Merton warned that the West’s
quest for efficiency could also kill its ability to rest: “…from the
government offices to the nursery we have to keep the plant running…afterwards we have no energy for anything else.” (Rolheiser,
2003). In the late 1970s, observing the constant warfare between
who we are and what we do, commentators began wondering
if we were ‘human beings or human doings?’ (White-Hammond,
2016).
This question is now sadly relevant throughout the world. The
Covid-19 pandemic has brought many things to a standstill, yet
we still find it hard to enjoy a season of rest. Rest seems like a
luxury: we might get behind, somehow.
In such a socio-economic environment we must recall the
Sabbath as both gift and commandment. Sabbath-keeping tops
the list of the commandments God gave us. But alongside idolatry, adultery and murder, is it truly so important?
Yes, it is. Genesis defines the original Sabbath as the culminating celebration of God’s entire creation.
Consider how global cultures observe Sunday as Sabbath.
Growing up in our Ghanaian Mission House parsonage, I cherished
our mother’s delicious family meals at home, after church. Even
as grown-ups, gathering first and foremost as her children, they
cemented our sense of identity. A foundational impetus, they
nurtured us as we faced another week in our individual callings as
teachers, lawyers, architects, public servants and ministers.
Such shared Sunday gatherings echo around the world. In
Namugongo, Uganda, religious leaders join in special Easter
Sunday celebrations to show solidarity and affirm their covenantal
relationship in Christ (CECU, 2020). Brass bands in Santa Clara,
Cuba, process through the streets in an ecumenical Easter parade
6
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Sabbath confers
in Semana Santa (Holy Week): one cannot distinguish among
its Catholic, Presbyterian or Evangelical participants (CSW,
2014).
I have also seen firsthand the vibrant church services that
Korean pastor Joseph Kim describes, that “…dictate the entire
day for many of our members.” Worship becomes the thing,
not just a thing, to be done on Sunday: as Rev. Kim says, “They
do this out of a heart of dedication and with joyfulness.” Kim’s
church in Seoul, Korea schedules five daytime services (7 AM
to 4:30 PM), plus a 7 PM evening service. Each service’s choir,
ushers, reception staff, and traffic directors gather beforehand
for a brief worship moment, too.
In Asia as elsewhere, worship practices are now curtailed.
Even before Covid-19 protocols arose, Sunday evening services
were waning, but they remained well-attended in Myungsung.
It can be a long day, in which five different choirs prepare and
sing each service, Sunday School classes are held, and College
and Young Adult Groups meet and share dinner. But none of
it is considered a burden. The exuberant final 7 PM service’s
sermons are longer, and its worship order includes more special
elements, but participants ‘let loose in the Spirit,’ usually not
leaving until 9 PM.
In the US., many different confessions employ historical worship traditions. Celebrations based on early American or later
European traditions underline the place of communal faith in
the life of the church, and are also worth noting.
Moravian congregations in Old Salem (part of WinstonSalem, NC) continue their 18th c. founders’ use of brass bands
on Easter Sunday. Processing through town before sunrise,
they end by bouncing polyphonic works between the two hills

identity, enhances
covenantal affirmation,
and celebrates
ecumenical unity.
It gives us rest,
and it gives us
something to rise up
and sing about.

s.

Korean church memeber

Cuban brass band.
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This classic hymn keeps me rooted
in the need for Sabbath observance.

Dear Lord and Father of mankind
(excerpt)

bounding the cemetery (La Rue, 2002). Some towns’ ministerial groups organize ecumenical Palm Sunday processions, each
church joining in with palms, hymns, and a convivial outdoor
gathering afterwards.
Sabbath confers identity, enhances covenantal affirmation,
and celebrates ecumenical unity. It gives us rest, and it gives
us something to rise up and sing about. But Sabbath
observance is besieged in the United States. Athletic groups
ignore players’ needs for rest; parents struggle to keep up
with the ever-increasing demands of their children’s teams.
Sabbath unites our being with our doing, melding the First
Table of the Law’s emphasis on worship (Cmdmts 1, 2, & 3)
with the Second Table’s focus on how we live in the world,
(Cmdmts 4-10; see also Petersen, 2018).
Had God not put Sabbath observance first, we would find
every excuse not to rest. We have less control of our lives
than we think.
Born in Ghana, Rev. Dr. Casely Essamuah
(ord. Meth. Ch., Ghana; B.A., Univ. of Ghana,
Legon; M. Div, HDS; Th.D., BUSTh) is Secretary of
the Global Christian Forum. He has studied and
worked in Africa, Belgium and the U.S. A reflective
practitioner of his faith, he is a bi-cultural bridge
builder, straddling the spheres of the global South
and North, while working in missions, ecumenism,
the church and the academy.

O Sabbath rest by Galilee!
O calm of hills above,
Where Jesus knelt to share with Thee
The silence of eternity
Interpreted by love!
With that deep hush subduing all
Our words and works that drown
The tender whisper of Thy call,
As noiseless let Thy blessing fall
As fell Thy manna down.
Drop Thy still dews of quietness,
Till all our strivings cease;
Take from our souls the strain and stress,
And let our ordered lives confess
The beauty of Thy peace.
Breathe through the heats of our desire
Thy coolness and Thy balm;
Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire;
Speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire,
O still, small voice of calm.
—John Greenleaf Whittier

Sabbath and the Pluto Fly-By
On a day, one day
long ago,
but maybe not so long ago
as when God flung the confetti
of the Kuiper belt,
God created Pluto
and said – let there be ice volcanoes,
nitrogen, methane and water,
a world of water,
and let there be moons –
Charron with its canyons
and dark beauty spot
people will name Mordor,
little, little Nix,
and Hydra, that shines back
all the light it receives.
Then there was a Sabbath,
and God rested,
because that’s what God does.
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And the next day
God said –
may the debris that causes craters
miss my creature Pluto
so that it is smooth enough
for me to paint
the shape of a whale,
oh, yes, and a heart!
And people
will come and fly-by the heart
of God’s galactic love
and be reminded to pause
and take a Sabbath there
where God saw Pluto,
maybe a planet and maybe not
and it was very good.

Poem

by Maren Tirabassi

Rev. Maren Tirabassi is a poet, writer,
and UCC pastor for forty years. The
most recent of her 20 books is A Child
Laughs: Prayers of Justice and Hope,
Pilgrim Press, 2017. She blogs at
https://giftsinopenhands.wordpress.com/,
offers national workshops on writing and teaches
in a variety of settings.

Southern Baptists and the Sabbath

A

by David Scafide

fter the mid-20th century’s Blue Laws were
repealed, American concern for Sabbath observance seemed to have disappeared. But Southern
Baptists remain on the forefront in advocating for
Sabbath rest. Historic Convention documents consistently
encourage members to remember the Sabbath and keep
it holy, grounding us in rich Sabbath practices and yet
today informing our efforts to engage in a 21st century
culture of rest.
This can be traced back to the wider Baptist church’s
17th c. English and colonial American roots. In Old
England, Baptists, Puritans, and Separatists were all
seen as reforming Dissenters to the established Anglican
church. While not direct forbears to Baptist thinking,
some aspects of Puritan thought influenced early Baptist
ideas and practices. A robust theology, derived from the
Puritan view of the Sabbath, supported an intentional (if
not rigid) observance of the Lord’s Day (Solberg, 1977)
that persisted in Baptist congregations through the late
19th century.
The Southern Baptist church, formed in 1845, carried those sacred rhythms of rest with it. After the Civil
War, American ideas on Sabbath-keeping in civil society
changed. In 1882, Southern Baptists, advocating a wider
rest culture, passed a convention resolution that recommended “a day of physical rest and spiritual culture” for
all (SBC, 1882). The focus, then, was on American culture
at large, not simply Baptist practice.
In the 1930s, American culture changed further,
and a more parochial SBC passed two more Lord’s Day
resolutions. In 1934, members were enjoined to abstain
from all secular employment (SBC, 1934); in 1936 they
were also to forgo “flippant jazz entertainment” and
“cheap vaudeville programs” (SBC, 1936). The SBC had
apparently also become more suspicious of American
culture, and more legalistic. The 1936 motion, unlike
earlier efforts, urged only Southern Baptists to keep the
Sabbath: concern for the rest of America was conspicuously absent. Over time, the SBC passed fewer, less
specific recommendations. Six more motions, the most
recent in 1992, affirm the importance of the Lord’s Day
overall, and lament the erosion of its place in society.
Since the SBC’s inception, its Confession of Faith has
also consistently affirmed the importance of the Lord’s
Day. In its most recent edition, found in the Baptist Faith
and Message (2000), the article on the Lord’s Day ends
by saying: “Activities on the Lord’s Day should be commensurate with the Christian’s conscience under the
Lordship of Jesus Christ” (CoF, 2000). This represents
a shift from the older, slightly more legalistic corporeal
practice and rhythm, to one that is more individually
focused and privatized.
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Although we see a decline in meaningful Sunday
observance across the U.S., Southern Baptists are among
the denominations that still adhere to a rhythm of rest:
only 18% say they do not have a day of rest each week
(Earls, A., 2018) . This is good news for Baptists, but we
cannot simply become complacent in that knowledge.
With increased stress levels and unhealthy life rhythms,
the wider world needs to embrace God’s gift of rest.
Denominational resolutions now emphasize individual
practice, but a 21st century shift in focus may mean
returning to our roots, looking outward, and discovering
strategies that help civic communities create and protect
times of rest, too.
We can help find ways to reshape a healthier American
culture, not just an individual one.
David Scafide (D. Min., M.Div.) joined
the LDA Board in 2018. The Sr. Pastor of
Manchester Baptist Church, Manchester, MD
since 2010, David also serves the Boards of
the Mid-Maryland Baptist Association and
the Northeast Social Action Program.
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Sabbath/Sunday Observance in the Family:
Observations and Resources

“We need the seventh day in order to survive civilization.”— A. Heschel

S

by Hector Pagan and Steven Perez

abbath observance is widely practiced in Jewish and
Christian communities. For Jews the Sabbath, imitating God’s own day of rest, celebrates Creation as an
everlasting sign of the divine covenant with the Jewish people
(Eisenberg, 2008). Sabbath beauty is at the core of the JudeoChristian way of life, beneficial both to individual and communal well-being. A body of literature (see the Bibliography)
rooted in the teachings of Hebrew and Christian Scriptures
speaks of Sabbath values and joys as important cultural elements (Robinson, 2000; Flaherty, Petersen, Norton, 2010).
Our evolving society has also adopted technologies that
penetrate and influence our lives. We must consider practical
ways of “conserving” Sabbath observances. How can we practice Sabbath in our technological society?
One way to be more present to our loved ones and share
their immediate experiences is by separating from electronics.
Disconnect all TVs, laptops, and cellphones on the Sabbath,
reminding others as you do so, to avoid missed messages and
prevent misunderstandings!
For Rev. J. Ruddy of Resurrection Church, East Boston, “…
living [as we do] in a non-stop world, unplugged Saturdays
have become an oasis of joy for our family.” Engage in
Sabbath dinner, games, or conversation with friends. Enjoy the
created beauty of God’s natural world—observing necessary
precautions—while walking in a park, on a beach or a
hiking trail, or strolling about in your
own neighborhood.
A deeper, more central truth also emerges
from the use of traditional Sabbath/Sunday
observances. We see the Sabbath
emphasized in God’s self-revelation
in Creation (Gen 1-2).
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We also see close relationships as foundational elements
of civilization. Rabbinic sages use the word, tov (‘good’),
to describe God’s creation of loving households, their
members gathered around the table as a harmonious unit
(Bereishit Rabbah 8:1; Freedman, 1983).
A prayerful Sabbath for the observant is balm to the
soul. In the traditional Jewish custom of Kabbalat Shabbat
(welcoming the Sabbath), a female household member
usually lights one (if single) or two (if married) candles,
praying over them before the Sabbath begins. Other
prayers and rituals follow. Setting time apart for these
Sabbath observances recalls the respect and gratitude for
life as it was in the beginning, in the Garden of Eden.
Combining such ancient traditions with practices like
those suggested above also gives a more robust view of
the foundational Sabbath commandment. The creation of
humanity as a representation of God’s Being is also thus
reflected in Sabbath/Sunday observances.
Will you join us in conserving such a sacred practice?
Hector Pagan, (M.S., Ed.S., Bay Path University., J.D Candidate Suffolk
University Law School), works as a Licensed Behavior Analyst for the
Chelsea, MA Public Schools. He and his wife Kristina live in Revere, MA.
Steven Perez (B.A., Liberty University; M.S Candidate, Bay Path
University) and his wife Laurimar host the website Remanente Tora,
to disseminate information on the intersection of Christianity and
Judaism. They live in Virginia with their two children.

“Rest Theology”
and Other Essential
Ideas for a Peaceful
Sabbath Practice

Based on a Meditative Study

Leader's Instructions: This activity, offered during the
Fall 2018 LDA Board Meeting at Washington Theological
College, Washington DC, could also be used for a series
of Young Adult/Older Teen Bible Study classes.
1. Have one leader read the main text in sections;
2. Stop to do the dyadic, 1-on-1 discussions on the
points made in the text box *(copy and handout);
3. Ask participants to read and comment on the
Scriptures cited throughout the text; and
4. Ask others to read and comment on the books referred
to ( Kaiser, 1973; Ortberg, 2002; Heschel, 1951).

b y Peggy Hothem

W

e live in a hurry-up world.
Sometimes we do need to
hurry—at breakfast, perhaps, to reach school or a meeting on
time—but hurriedness is becoming an
epidemic. We are caught up with it in
our society, in our faith communities,
even in our lives. Hurriedness says,
“Pack in as much as you can for a
maximum output.”
But that’s an economic message,
not a Biblical message. Jesus did not
lead a lifestyle of busyness.
Walt Kaiser’s essay, “The Promise
Theme and the Theology of Rest,”
(1973) points to the Sabbath as foundational to his idea of “Rest Theology.”
I find this concept to be absolutely
critical for spiritual formation. Likewise,
Dallas Willard—asked by John Ortberg
to identify the key to spiritual formation—responded, “You must ruthlessly
eliminate hurry.” (Ortberg, 2002;
Comer, 2019)
There is economic value to busyness, but not necessarily spiritual
value. We need a rest theology. In Mt.
11: 28-30, Jesus invites us to:
“Come to me all you who labor
and are heavy-laden, and I will
give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn from me,
for I am gentle, and lowly in
heart, and you will find rest for
your soul. For my yoke is easy,
and my burden is light.”

We have to be on
guard against a
thieving Enemy that
tries to kill, steal
and destroy our joy,
and our Sabbath’s
restful fulfillment.
But before He could invite people
into rest, Jesus Himself had to have an
open relationship with his Father. Just
before his invitation to rest, in fact,
Jesus had been speaking with God in
prayer. Jesus, who came to give us
abundant life (Jn 10:10), extends an
invitation to all followers to have that

same relationship with God—and that
rest. Yet, we also know that “The thief
comes to steal, to kill, and to destroy”
(Jn 10:10). We have to be on guard
against a thieving Enemy that tries to
kill, steal and destroy our joy, and our
Sabbath’s restful fulfillment.
Over the years, at times, I’ve had
to learn to think like the thief thinks.
It’s hard. Those who survive in battle
in the armed services must learn to
think like the enemy, to know how
the enemy will operate. Equipping
ourselves mentally and spiritually can
help us resist attacks on our rest and
our peace of mind. One useful reading
points out that the day of rest is to be
a day of delight:
“If you keep your feet from
breaking the Sabbath, and from
doing as you please on my holy
day, if you call the Sabbath a
delight, and the Lord’s holy day
honorable, and if you honor it
by not going your own way,
and not doing as you please or
speaking idle words, Then you
will find joy in the Lord, and I
will cause you to ride in triumph
on the heights of the land, and
to feast on the inheritance of
your father Jacob. For the mouth
of the Lord has spoken.” (Is.
58:13-14)
“The mouth of the Lord has spoken,” makes a very emphatic climax
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to that Scripture. And Jesus comes to
fulfill that: that is our message, what
we can highlight as leaders, teachers
and speakers. Directly or indirectly,
the Sabbath is a day of delight: Jesus
comes to give us this delight. But we
also live in a fallen world. Hurriedness
can strip the enjoyment of delight
from us. Life can be very hard; we’re
often aware of the suffering and the
pain and the reality of sin, and of living in this fallen world. Delight in the
Sabbath is not the same as a pie-inthe-sky, bye-and-bye future where
everything is rosy. There is still hard
work involved in living out our faith.
So, although the thief comes to
steal our delight and rest through
various kinds of overload: compulsions— useless habits, and contemporary society’s expectations— we can be
aware of these difficulties and begin
to address them in our lives. There are
identifiable points of experience and
hardship, challenges, that we can be
prepared to meet and learn to overcome with God’s help.
* (The text box on the following page
lists some of these. A group leader may
want to print them out separately, or
have everyone turn to this page in the
magazine and discuss them. The leader
could read through them quickly, then
the group could choose as partners
people who haven’t spoken together
before. After five minutes’ discussion,
each dyad can report back, saying
which, if any, of the particular items in
the box resonate as things that creep
into your lives and steal your joy.)
We need to consider Jesus’ lifestyle more intentionally. In the story
of Mary and Martha, Jesus said it
was more important to be with him.
He didn’t put Martha down, saying
one should never do the work, but
he emphasized that it was better to
spend time with Jesus. (Lk. 10: 38-42)
We also see that Jesus, who was both
human and divine, took naps. When
the storm came up in the boat, he was
sleeping (Mk 4:37); He had a divine
appointment with Samaria: in His
divinity, He had to go there—but in
His humanity, he needed to sit, rest,
drink some water.
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Jesus is with us
all the time, so
the attitude of the
Sabbath can also go
with us: into all our
weeks, all our days,
all our hours.
And that’s when he met the woman
at the well, to whom he first identified
His mission.
Asked by a Temple leader, Jairus, to
visit his home and heal his daughter
(Mk 5:22, Lk 8:41), Jesus went. On the
way, a woman with a bleeding ailment
reached out to touch him. She would
have been totally rejected by her community, but Jesus took the time to heal
her. He wasn’t in a hurry to reach
Jairus’ home, although Jairus was, on
an official level, more important.
We also see Jesus being spontaneous. The only time He seems to tell
anyone to hurry is in asking Zacchaeus
to get out of his tree quickly so Jesus
can enjoy a meal with him that night
(Lk 19:1-10). Jesus got away for times
of solitude with His Father, asking
the disciples to accompany Him (Mt
26:36; Mk 14:32). Of course, they
were sometimes interrupted—that’s
ministry—but he invited them to go.
That, and His healing on the Sabbath,
show His great compassion: He worshiped and taught on the Sabbath; He
also fed the disciples on the Sabbath
(Mt 12:1; Mk 2:23; Lk 6:1).

In fact, the various ways Jesus ministered on the Sabbath, by healing
and feeding his disciples, got him into
the most trouble with the Pharisees.
It takes time to have compassion; it
may come from the heart, but it also
takes time. Sabbath for pastors may
not always be a delight: hearing of all
the problems that have come to ones
congregants after a service; being so
pressed that it is hard to remember
to ask the person behind the grocery
store counter about their life, too.
For more resources on this topic,
Heschel’s book The Sabbath, (1951,
2003) shows very clearly how, from
the Judaic perspective, the Sabbath is
the climax of creation. Three of the
four Gospels also affirm that Jesus
came to fulfill that centrality of the
Sabbath that we know the people of
Jewish faith hold to be central:
“For the Son of Man is Lord
of the Sabbath”
(Mt 12:8)
“And Jesus concluded: The Sabbath
was made for the good of human
beings, they were not made for the
Sabbath. For the Son of Man
is Lord, even of the Sabbath.”
(Mk 27:28)
“Then Jesus said to them, “The
Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath.”
(Lk 6:5)
Jesus is with us all the time, so the
attitude of the Sabbath can also go
with us: into all our weeks, all our
days, all our hours. Both the Sabbath,
and Jesus, are rooted in God’s Grace.
Amen.
Dr. Peggy Hothem,
Professor Emerita of
Recreation and Leisure
Studies, Gordon College,
Wenham, MA; LDA
Board of Elders) has
made a life-long study
of leisure from a variety
of perspectives,. Now retired, she still leads
occasional retreats for Grace Chapel’s
Boston Fellows program (Lexington, MA);
the Navaho Nation (2018) and in Israel.
She also walks, cycles, skis, travels, and
explores cultural history.

Potential Encroachments
on a Sabbath Lifestyle

Commitment: We all have these because we’re all somewhat accomplished people.
We know how to say “no” to bad opportunities but do we say “no” to good
ones--like those pastries on the buffet last night?
Expectations: Are they from family, friends, your ministry--or yourself? Better
boundaries help us adhere to what God calls us to in a given season of life—
not fulfilling others’ expectations instead or ahead of those.
Possessions: Almost everything we own has some kind of a time cost.
Multi-tasking: I have a feeling of guilt whenever I am not doing two or three things
at once. As a single mom, professor, department chair, I didn’t have much choice.
But in retirement, that system still tugs at me.
Too many choices: On a weekend Boston Fellows retreat, participants hand in
watches and phones; at one point, they go solo: returning to disciplines of
solitude, silence, sabbath and simplicity bring back joy.
Information: How much information and media can we really absorb? It may be
leaving us ‘information-thick,’ but it is also making us ‘wisdom-thin.’
Distractions: Everywhere, all of our senses are being over-stimulated. Background
music is everywhere, and so our brains are on a continuous cycle, absorbing,
absorbing, absorbing.
Debt: It may not mean as much to older as to younger people, but consumption
eats away at our time, steals us from our joy, distracts us from an abundant life;
I warn young people not to buy things they don’t need.
Change: Society tells us we constantly need new things, updates for our phones,
new products. But we know we are buying into a system of economics that keeps
us from being satisfied with what we have.
Fatigue: Tiredness builds upon tiredness.
Noise: It is difficult to enter into silence, due to external or internal noise. Avoiding
silence or solitude keeps us from dealing with our emotions; distracting noise
helps to cover over painful inner stirrings.
People: We need and are made for community, but it can become overwhelming.
Being over-connected to too many surface friendships overloads us, we need to
steal away with Jesus into the quiet, to be with Him.
Technology: Keeping up with all of the changes, as we’ve said before—or
thinking we must keep up with them—distracts us from centering our spirits
in a relationship with God through Jesus Christ.
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Sunday,
Sabbath,
and the
Overscheduling
of Churches
by Jane Carol Redmont
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A

colleague and I once met, a while ago, to discuss
diocesan business. Our meeting took weeks to
schedule. She, a parish priest, and I, a college
teacher doing collateral pastoral work, both led
regional programs, had families we loved, friends we cared
for, and a commitment to prayer. She lives with her husband;
I with a cat equally dedicated to sleep and play. Over lunch,
we bemoaned our required attendance at weekend and evening meetings, and the parallel time crunch in our congregants’ lives.
The church, we agreed, was one of the culprits.
As a professor, I once taught Heschel’s classic work, The
Sabbath (1951). My (non-Jewish) students studied Shabbat’s
weekly reconnections with familial intimacy and the sacred.
I suggested they observe a Sabbath (even if less than the
usual 25 hours) and journal their experiences. I hoped they’d
join loved ones for festive meals, find nurturant community
life, enjoy studying sacred texts, and take time to experience
beauty.
But many students were unable even to find time for a
Sabbath afternoon.
Our loss of Sabbath time is not new. Contemplative spaces
are increasingly scarce. Our speeded-up lives, cell phone and
e-mail intrusions, and the 24-hour news cycle compound this.
Labor policies affect how we use time (Russel-Hochschild,
1997). Unlike many nations, the U. S., has no legally guaranteed paid holidays. Workers do the work two or three people
once did; corporate and nonprofit workdays are longer. Lowwage jobs keep workers under the poverty level, sapping
their energy (Ehrenreich, 2011; Shipler, D., 2004). Nor are
the privileged exempt: de Graaf (2003) noted the yoked phenomenon of upper-class overwork and “time poverty.”
And now there’s Zoom. Is it any wonder our weekend
workshops suffer from low attendance?

Inadequate publicity, a sick family member; or the leveraged triage of children’s soccer games or NBA playoffs
over church meetings may also intervene. But the struggle
for Sabbath time is clergy’s responsibility, too. If we book
church programs on the only day people can be with their
families, we add to the overscheduling. We well may nourish, challenge, and teach people; make space for prayer;
offer fine community growth opportunities.
But such things also take time.
God loves us. God saves us and makes us whole—and
God rested on the seventh day. If we as a church embody
this, what will our time look like? To be in the world but
not of it has always challenged Christians. Our witness is
based in our discernment of the path to which Christ calls
us, and upon an assessment of our society’s most compelling themes. It is challenging to go up against a cultural
focus on production and consumption, or the use of time
as a commodity, or a business model that touts program
evaluation over personal satisfaction.
How will we operate differently from the surrounding
culture? How can we be countercultural about time?
Now more than ever, I wouldn’t stop chairing a diocesan anti-racism team. But, like the anti-racism audits

we find useful, we may also need a “Sabbath audit.”
Addressing the struggle for Sabbath as directly as we do
racial justice issues may help us get to the root of our
vocations: protecting time for rest and contemplation for
all is a matter of radical justice, too. Work schedules often
show preferential treatment of certain races and classes of
workers; contemplation and justice action are congruent.
Neither opposes the other, nor are they mutually exclusive: each withers in the other’s absence. Brother Roger,
the Taizé community’s founder, wrote of Lutte et contemplation (Struggle and Contemplation) as riding on the same
Spirit’s breath (Schütz, 1973).
There is no easy response to the Sabbath struggle for
overscheduled churches; I can only offer my assessment,
intuition, and questions. The solutions—and not just the
“spiritual” ones—are as systemic and economic as the
problem. The blessed rhythms of the liturgical year, the
wisdom of the monastic orders, and lessons from sisters
and brothers in other traditions (Edwards, 2003, Fadling,
2020) may offer insights from their own perspectives.
Read, pray, think. Consider the shape of our own time.
But first, take a deep breath. Take the afternoon off.
Then, let’s talk. And listen.
Rev. Jane Carol Redmont is at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church, Boston. She has chaired
the Episcopal Diocese of North Carolina’s
Anti-Racism Committee, taught at Guilford
College, and written “ When in Doubt, Sing:
Prayer in Daily Life.” She blogs at Acts of
Hope. http://janeredmont.blogspot.com/p/
about-jane-redmont_5.html
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b y D o n n a L a R u e a n d L e n o re Tu c k e r

Bible Study: Sabbath/Sunday References and Their Applications:
A Bible Study on Sabbath Richness
This issue offers topical Bible Study resources for small
groups studying Sabbath/Sunday observance for regular
Adult/Older Teen Bible Studies and for Covenant Groups
like those discussed in the last issue. We offer discussion
subjects and verses as resources for four months’ weekly
work (or other rhythms). The subdivided topics within
the larger headings develop themes within this issue’s
articles. Several support further work, or allow for more
emphasis from articles, book reviews, and citations in the
Bibliography.
This issue’s Bible Study examines a variety of dimensions
potentially present in Sabbath/Sunday observance,
including a) Ritual practices; b) Attitudinal positions;

c) Communal values; and d) Personal viewpoints and
motivations. Articles referring to these topics or using the
Hebrew (OT) and Christian (NT) Scriptures noted, are
included in each numbered month’s overview statement.
As usual, you will want Bibles, one or more
Concordances, an English Dictionary, a timeline, and
historical, geographic, or other reference materials so
class members can look up information and confirm
understanding or agreement with the given passages. Our
observations are not the last word on these topics; they
pose debate questions. Disagreements welcome!
And In all things, pray first.

1. The Ritual Dimension: What structured ritual actions and texts appear in either or both Testaments? What are
people of faith told to do, or not do, and why? Are these actions sacrificial? Decorative? Both? Do they change
over time? Why? As leitourgos, the work of the people in worship, how have they contributed to our readings,
worship patterns, ritual objects, and liturgical actions in the present?
a. Ritual Sacrifice, Tabernacle Aesthetics: How practical material objects look and are made bespeaks both honor
and usefulness.
Directions for the Tabernacle’s creation give imaginative instructions for both beauty and functionality (Ex
25-30, 35; Nm 3).
b. Intentional Ritual Actions, Praise, and Prayer: Deeds or words alone matter less than the deity to whom our gifts
are directed.
At Mt. Sinai’s foot (Ex. 32) or contesting with Baal’s prophets (I Kgs 18:25), the issue is not dance, but who they
dance for.
c. Structured Time, Structured Lives, Structured Worship: Setting time aside and using it prayerfully are continually
encouraged.
Hosea says, “it is time to seek the Lord,’ (Hs 10:12); Jesus departs to pray (Mt 26); apostles pray for those jailed
(Acts 12:5).
d. Aesthetic or Narrative Flow of Action and Speech in Worship: How do we begin? End? What goes in the
middle? Why? How?
Call to Worship (Ps 96); Prayer (Mt 6:9-13); Collection (I Co 16); Communion (1 Cr 11:23), Benediction (Eph
6:23).
What Do Ritual Action and Text Mean to Your Confession?
In What Varied Ways Does Your Congregation Use Them?
2. The Attitudinal Dimension: Is Sabbath/Sunday observance just a commandment to obey? Or does it, like
baptism, seal our identity in Christ? Do we discern cosmotic traces of gift, grace, and healing, embodying the
practical necessities of a healthy life and offsetting demotic influences on human nature? How/can we prevent its
devolution into the cosmetic superficialities the minor prophets bewail?
a. The Imposition of Sabbath On Our Lives: How to maintain boundaries when beset by alternative examples or
cultural norms?
Injunction to keep the Sabbath (Ex. 31:13); Orders to avoid idol worship of Baal, Ashtaroth (Jg 2:13), or
Molech (Lv 18:21).
b. Withdrawal, Prayer, and Revelation in Hebrew and Christian Scriptures: Eremitic Spirituality from Elijah to John
of Patmos.
David in a Cave (I Sm 22); Elijah in the Desert (IKg 19:4); John the Baptist (Lk 3); Jesus on the Mount of Olives
(Lk 22:39).
c. Misused Powers, Worried Prophets: Aaron’s, Eli’s sons; post-Solomonic dynasties and the Diaspora; Pharisees,
Sadducees.
Aaron’s (Lv 10:1) and Eli’s sons (I Sm 2:34); post-Solomonic dynasties (I/II Kgs); Nahum (all) Pharisees/
Sadducees (Mt 16).
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d. There is a Balm in Gilead: Structured Interiority as grace; Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Songs; the Gift of
Organic Community.
Consolation (Is 9:2); Balm (Je 8, 46); God judges hearts (Am 6:21); Pss (any); Church as a Body (Rm 12);
Song (Ph 2:6-11).
Does Your Denomination Have Historic Documents That Speak to This?
How Does Your Faith Community Interpret Those?
3. The Communal Dimension: Are forms of communal Sabbath/Sunday observance situational? Hierarchical?
Nomadic tents, spontaneous altars, and a moveable Tabernacle housed Jewish worship until the First Temple
was built in Jerusalem. By the time of the Second Temple, rabbis anchored regional synagogues; parochial
house-churches formed the nuclei of early Christian gatherings.
a. Herding Cats and Shepherding Lions: Functions and forms of worship in nomadic groups and settled faith
communities.
Wanderers’ Annual Feasts (Dt 16); Temple Ordinances, Rabbinic Orders (Mt 23); Early Worship Texts? (Jn
1:1, Hb 1:2).
b. Following Spiritual Leaders, Finding Communal Order: Time-set-apart conveyed peace to early hermits (and
later monastics).
Daily Hours: 6A/Prime (Jn 18:27); 9A/Terce (Ac 2:15); 12N/Sext (Ac 3:13); 3P/None (Jn19:14); 12Mn/Matins
(Ac 16:25).
c. How Can Unity be Enacted and Diversity Encouraged? Being “a people” made of many different persons is a
tricky dance.
Memorable, galvanizing events (Jsh 6); Moving Together to a Goal (I Cr 15:24); Using Many Languages in
Praise (Acts 2).
d. Administering Centralized and De-centralized Models of Polity: Strengths and weaknesses exist in each, and
in blending them.
Moses (Ex 4, 18), Joshua (Jsh 24), and Solomon (I Kgs 3-4) ruled as judges or soldiers; the apostles (Acts
2-15) in another way.
Has Your Congregation Ever Worshipped Elsewhere?
What Changed? How Do Churches You Visit Ordain Their Clergy?
4. The Personal Dimension: Prophetic, prayerful individuals as well as regular, ordered priests and (later)
ordained clergy provide impetus to the expansion and focus of worship on God’s goodness in creation. Private
time set apart, and orderly public worship both fuel justice-driven vision and socially responsible action,
impelling a narrative of God-driven reformation and regeneration.
a. Celebrating Creation, Resurrection, and Regeneration: From Genesis to Revelation, we see bright lines and
hear wild music.
It [Creation] was very good (Gn 1:31); Red Sea Crossed (Ex 15); Ark to Jerusalem (II Sm 6); Song of Moses/
Lamb (Rv 15:3).
b. Gifted Superfluously; We Have More Than We Can Ask or Imagine: A Loving God’s superabundant creation
is very good.
Manna (Ex 16), Water (Ex 17) in the Desert; Crossing the Jordan (Jsh 3); Never given more than you can
handle (Rm 12).
c. That Still, Small Voice and the Changes It Sparks: Abraham, Sarah, Moses, Miriam, Samuel, Ruth, Elijah,
Mary, and Jesus.
Abraham (Gn 15); Sarah (Gn 21); Moses (Ex 2); Miriam (Ex 15:20); Samuel (I Sm 3); Elijah (I Kg 19:12);
Mary (Lk 2).
d. To Hear God’s Word, Do Justice, and Love Mercy on Others’ Behalf: Stewardship of Material Creation and of
God’s People.
Adam names animals (Gen 2:19); Voice crying in the wilderness (Mk 1:3); Jesus’ feeding (Mt 14); Sabbath
healing (Mt 12).
Does Your Church or Denominational Office Provide Private Prayer Guides?
Do You Use Those That Other Churches Offer?
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